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Abstract

Digital preservation is the process of preserving information in the digital form. By digital form we mean a non-print form. Information is moving from print to web (non-print) and it has become easy for masses especially the scholarly population to access information on the web from anywhere 24*7. Since digital information is more prone to damage and loss than print information, therefore, it is imperative to protect access to this information not only for the benefit of present but for future generation as well. Various initiatives and policies are currently in place to ensure the long term preservation of digital information. LOCKSS, CLOCKSS, and PORTICO are the three major digital preservation initiatives aimed at protecting and preserving the digital content for its long term access and use. The current study provides an overview of how these three initiatives started and how these policies function in collaboration with publishers and libraries for long term digital content preservation.
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INTRODUCTION

Earlier information used to be available in print form and libraries used to purchase it from the publishers and had a lifelong access to the material but now information is migrating to web, forcing the libraries to rent the information from publishers instead of purchasing it without any guarantee of forever or long term access (Maniatis, Roussopoulos, Giuli, Rosenthal & Baker, 2005). Scholars have also become more dependent upon the electronic versions of scholarly journals, because of their ease of availability and access but the long-term preservation of these resources has become urgent need of the time as the information in digital form is more prone to damage than in print form because of many reasons like technological obsolescence, media failure, hardware and software failure, network failure etc (Fenton, 2006). Therefore digital preservation to libraries is indispensable. Digital Preservation is simply the maintenance and management of digital content or objects. It refers to the preservation of material which was originally created in digital form (Born Digital) as well as the material which existed in analog form but was later converted into digital form for preservation and access purposes (Arora, 2009). Digital preservation can be defined as the “cumulative actions undertaken by an organization or individual to ensure that digital content is usable across generations of
information technology” (McGovern, 2009). For digital preservation of material, certain policies and programs are required. A digital preservation policy is the authorization for an archive to preserve the digital records through a controlled (structured) and managed digital preservation strategy. There are many software systems, policies, and archives developed around the globe for the purpose of preserving the digital content; the three main important initiatives are LOCKSS, CLOCKSS, and PORTICO.

**LOCKSS**: LOCKSS, an acronym for Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe, is the free and open software developed under the auspices of Stanford University about 20 years ago. It works on the principles like replication, format migration and repair through a polling mechanism. When LOCKSS is downloaded and installed on an individual system, it automatically becomes part of a LOCKSS network comprising of hundreds and thousands of nodes. Each node connected to network share information with one another as a result of which multiple copies of information gets produced at different geographical locations. LOCKSS includes a unique polling and repair mechanism. If particular information on a node gets deleted or reports a difference in comparison to other nodes, it is automatically polled out odd in the network and the deleted information is replaced or the difference found is neutralized thereby keeping the data secure for long. LOCKSS also possesses the feature of format migration i.e. if the information is available in the format which is no longer valid; LOCKSS automatically changes it to the usable or current format. “Through LOCKSS, requests for material are sent to the publisher, and if the content is not retrieved for any reason, the LOCKSS copy is provided with one exception of dynamic content i.e advertisements or graphics that change with each screen display, remains static”.

There are near about fifty publishers who are currently participating in LOCKSS program, and most of these have agreed to allow their subscribers to use LOCKSS as a backup system (Rutgers University Libraries, 2007). LOCKSS is a “light Archive” i.e. it provides access to archived information even in case of temporary loss of access to publisher or publishers website (Swoger, 2014). Though LOCKSS is open and free software, its members have to join an alliance called LOCKSS alliance. The annual fee for LOCKSS ranges between INR 77000-762000 (Rutgers University Libraries, 2007).

**CLOCKSS**: CLOCKSS stand for Controlled Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe is an extended version of LOCKSS. Presently it has 12 active nodes and covers over 30 million journal articles and 75,000 books. It is an archiving service which ensures that the content will be made
available to users in spite of economic, technological, political and environmental disturbances. It works on the same principle of replication and polling odd one out mechanism as that in LOCKSS but unlike LOCKSS (a light archive) it is a dark archive, which ensures access to information in trigger situations only. According to CLOCKSS archive, trigger event is when content is unavailable from any publisher for at least six consecutive months and there is no information about transfers of rights to the board at the time of the determination (Dyck, 2019). Trigger event mainly occurs because of the following reasons:

- Publisher no longer exists
- A publisher has stopped publishing particular information
- A publisher has stopped giving access to some or all back issues
- Catastrophic events: Loss of information due to the occurrence of events like floods, earthquake etc

In its 12 years, CLOCKSS has triggered 53 journals comprising 13,000 articles, which is a very small percentage of the 2000+ journals and 30 million articles in the Archive. CLOCKSS provides Open Access to triggered content (CLOCKSS, 2019).

PORTICO: Portico is a digital preservation service for electronic journals, books, and other content (Morrissey et al., 2010). The project was initiated by JSTOR with a grant from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. Initially, the project was focused on designing and prototyping content handling and archival systems, crafting potential archive service models, testing possible models with libraries and publishers, and a drafting business model able to support a long-term archival effort. In 2004, the project was undertaken by Ithaka- the U.S based not for profit organization, whose main aim is to help the academic community. Ithaka brought librarians and publishers together and discussed various issues and challenges which come across while developing an archive. Finally after a lot of discussions and cooperation Portico was shaped and launched in 2005 (Fenton, 2006). Portico on receiving the source file from the publisher passes it through its content-normalization process. It receives the source files in the form of publishers’ proprietary XML and SGML format and it normalizes them to format which Portico and other digital preservators have adopted, then both the original as well as the normalized content is preserved in the archive (Morrissey et al., 2010). PORTICO just like CLOCKSS is a “dark archive” i.e. it provides access to archived content in case of any trigger event, which includes the following:
• Publisher no longer exists.
• Publisher ceases to publish a title
• Publisher no longer offers access to back issues
• Failure of a publisher’s delivery platform because of any catastrophic event
• Currently, PORTICO serves as an archive for 11,954 electronic journal titles, 65,986 e-book titles, and 39 digitized historical collections

Conclusion
Preserving digitized content is more complex than preserving a document in print form. Since the digital world is a place where technology is rapidly changing and innovations are taking place frequently, there are always chances of information being lost or being no more accessible. Under such an environment, we are in need of strategies, programs, and policies leading to conservation and protection of the digitized content. Digital preservation policies and initiatives like LOCKSS, CLOCKSS and PORTICO and many more have reduced a lot of stress from the librarians in making the content or information safe and accessible to not only present but also to future generations in spite of ever-changing technology. Our societies are in need of more preservation policies as the qualitative scholarly information is generated on a large pace around the globe and the presence of few policies is not sufficient. Thus, it is incumbent over libraries and publishers that they should come together in mutual interests of the society and work hand in hand to ensure preservation and lifelong access to ever valuable and vulnerable digital information.
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